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City of Stirling saves $1 Million in IT costs
with IBM® BladeCenter server infrastructure
and virtualisation technology
Overview
Problem
The City of Stirling, Western
Australia wanted to consolidate the
45 production servers in its head
office, which supported around
850 staff. The council needed a
technology supplier that could
help with reducing technology
costs, power consumption and
environmental footprint.
Solution
The City of Stirling engaged
IBM Business Partner Corporate
Express IT to replace its existing
datacentre with IBM BladeCenter
HS21 blade servers. It used
VMware virtual server technology
to consolidate 45 production
servers into just seven blade
servers. This infrastructure was
duplicated at a second datacentre
for disaster recovery purposes.
Benefits
The IBM BladeCenter technology
provides the City of Stirling with a
cost-effective, robust infrastructure
on a smaller footprint. The IBM
blade servers with virtualisation
technology make better use
of server resources, speed up
application deployment and save
the City an estimated $1 million
in power, hardware, software and
maintenance costs over 5 years.
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anticipated hardware refresh costs
were becoming increasingly difficult
to cost justify and were consuming
significant technical resources to
support and maintain. Compounding
this issue was the number of new
software implementations planned for
the next 3-5 years.’”

“We have been able to consolidate our infrastructure
down to seven physical servers, significantly improving
our resource utilisation of both people and technology.”
– Peter Bennington Chief Technology Officer, City of Sterling.

Overall savings of $1 million

“We will also make significant savings
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on each occasion in just capital
hardware costs,” says Bennington.

The implementation services provided
by Corporate Express IT were

“With the IBM blade servers and

also crucial to the success of the

VMware virtualisation technology, we

implementation.

replaced 90 physical servers for only
$115,000.”

“Their advice on the technology
and the training they performed on

Bennington estimates the council

the IBM BladeCenter platform was

will save around $200,000 each

exceptional,” said Bennington. “They

year because of the lower hardware

had their consultants work closely

refresh costs.

with the IT staff to ensure that we fully
understood how the IBM BladeCenter
and VMware products integrated.”

“We will make significant savings on datacentre
power and cooling costs which brings us in line
with the Council’s sustainability policy to reduce
power consumption.”
– Peter Bennington Chief Technology Officer, City of Sterling.

For more information
Please call 132 426 in Australia or
0800 801 800 in New Zealand.
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